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CosmoMC outputs
CosmoMC output files:
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

root.inputparams
root.likelihoods
root.paramnames
root.ranges
root_1.txt, root_2.txt…

→ CosmoMC execution parameters.
→ Likelihoods taking part in the MCMC.
→ Names of the chain parameters.
→ Min. & max. values of the parameters.
→ Chain file with weight, likelihood…

Of these, only go into GetDist/GetDist GUI...
root.ranges
root.paramnames
root_1.txt, root_2.txt…

Let’s see them closer

CosmoMC outputs
root.ranges

root.paramnames
Gives min. (1st col.) and
max. (2nd) col) value of
the prior. Hard limit.
1st column: variable
names within the code.
2nd column: LaTeX
names for plots format.
* stands for derived
params, not MCMCs.

CosmoMC outputs
root_1.txt
1st point in the Markov chain.
weight = 6.0

-LogLike = 4.0E+02 …

In general we are interested in the 1D
(histograms) and 2D (contours)
marginalized posterior probability
densities of this parameters.
2nd point in the Markov chain.
weight = 1.0 -LogLike = 4.1E+02 …

Plotting & analyzing MCMCs with GetDist
GETDIST COMPILATION
Stand alone version: A. Lewis, March 2017
GitHub: https://github.com/cmbant/getdist
1. tar -xvf getdist-master.tar.gz
2. cd getdist-master
3. python setup.py install
4. python GetDist.py

CosmoMC version: A. Lewis, March 2017

GitHub: https://github.com/cmbant/CosmoMC
1. tar –xvf cosmomc-master
2. cd cosmomc-master
3. make getdist
4. ./getdist distparams.ini chains/root

v Caution! GetDist only supported by versions
Python 2.7 or newer.
In Hydra = Python version 2.7

v Caution! You need to add CosmoMC's
python path to your environment variables.
export PYTHONPATH=COSMOMCPATH/python:$PYTHONPATH

v There is a ton of scripts to plot the chains in
the /COSMOMCPATH/python directory…
... that can be used as a black box.

Plotting & analyzing MCMCs with GetDist
distparams.ini
./getdist distparams.ini chains/root

v Caution! The GetDist output folder has to be
created beforehand or no output is created.
vCaution! Some parameters have hard
boundaries that have to be taken care of:
#Need to give limits if prior cuts off distribution where not
very small
limits[r02]= 0 N

Ø For 1D plots:
#Parameters to use. If not specified use all parameters which
have labels.
#plot_params = PARAM1 PARAM2 PARAM3…

Ø For 2D plots:
plot_2D_param = 0
#if both zero it will plot most correlated variables
plot_2D_num = 0
plot1 = XPARAM YPARAM
plot2 = XPARAM YPARAM

Plotting & analyzing MCMCs with GetDist
./getdist distparams.ini

Plotting & analyzing MCMCs with GetDist
distparams.ini
./getdist distparams.ini (chains/root)

1.
◦
◦
◦
◦

v Caution! The GetDist output folder has to be
created beforehand or no output is created.
v Caution! Some parameters have hard
boundaries that have to be taken care of:
#Need to give limits if prior cuts off distribution where not
very small
limits[r02]= 0 N

Set input & output folders:

2.

file_root = chains/root
out_root =
out_dir = ./chains
plot_data_dir = ./chains

Set which chains to read:
◦
◦
◦

3.

chain_num = 4
first_chain = 1
exclude_chain = 3

Disregard burn-in if using raw chains:
◦

ignore_rows = 0.3

Plotting & analyzing MCMCs with GetDist
distparams.ini
Ø For 1D plots:
#Parameters to use. If not specified use all parameters which
have labels.
plot_params = PARAM1 PARAM2 PARAM3…

Ø For 2D plots:
plot_2D_param = 0
#if both zero it will plot most correlated variables
plot_2D_num = 0
plot1 = XPARAM YPARAM
plot2 = XPARAM YPARAM

Plotting & analyzing MCMCs with GetDist
distparams.ini
Ø For 1D plots:
#Parameters to use. If not specified use all parameters which
have labels.
#plot_params = PARAM1 PARAM2 PARAM3…

Ø For 2D plots:
plot_2D_param = 0
#if both zero it will plot most correlated variables
plot_2D_num = 0
plot1 = XPARAM YPARAM
plot2 = XPARAM YPARAM

Plotting & analyzing MCMCs with GetDist
distparams.ini
./getdist distparams.ini chains/root

v Caution! The GetDist output folder has to be
created beforehand or no output is created.
v Caution! Some parameters have hard
boundaries that have to be taken care of:
#Need to give limits if prior cuts off distribution where not
very small
limits[r02]= 0 N

Ø For 3D plots:
#number of sample plots, colored by third parameter
#if last parameter is 0 or -1 colored by the parameter most
correlated
#with one of the eigenvector directions (e.g. parallel or
orthogonal to degeneracy)
num_3D_plots = 1
3D_plot1 = XPARAM YPARAM ZPARAM

Ø For triangle 2D plots:
#Output 2D plots for param combos with 1D marginalized plots
along the diagonal
triangleplot = T
triangle_params = PARAM1 PARAM2 PARAM3…

Plotting & analyzing MCMCs with GetDist
distparams.ini
Ø For 3D plots:
#number of sample plots, colored by third parameter
#if last parameter is 0 or -1 colored by the parameter most
correlated
#with one of the eigenvector directions (e.g. parallel or
orthogonal to degeneracy)
num_3D_plots = 1
3D_plot1 = XPARAM YPARAM ZPARAM

Ø For triangle 2D plots:
#Output 2D plots for param combos with 1D marginalized plots
along the diagonal
triangleplot = T
triangle_params = PARAM1 PARAM2 PARAM3…

Plotting & analyzing MCMCs with GetDist
distparams.ini
Ø For 3D plots:
#number of sample plots, colored by third parameter
#if last parameter is 0 or -1 colored by the parameter most
correlated
#with one of the eigenvector directions (e.g. parallel or
orthogonal to degeneracy)
num_3D_plots = 1
3D_plot1 = XPARAM YPARAM ZPARAM

Ø For triangle 2D plots:
#Output 2D plots for param combos with 1D marginalized plots
along the diagonal
triangleplot = T
triangle_params = PARAM1 PARAM2 PARAM3…

GetDist outputs
root.converge

→ Information about chain R convergence for each parameter.

root.likestats

→ Best-fit values of each parameters at the point of maximum likelihood.

(action=2)

This is NOT the mean of the value after marginalization.

root.margestats

→ μ, σ, lower and upper limits at the 68%, 95% & 99% C.L. of each parameter.

(action=4)

It takes into account whether the distribution has one tail (like r)…
... or two tails (like Ωbh2, Ωch2, τ, 100θMC, ns, As…),
... or uneven (plus/minus) upper and lower error bands.
This are the distribution values you put on your paper tables.

root.covmat

→ Covariance matric CovXY of the MCMC chain: CovXY = E[(X–μX)(Y–μY)]

root.corrmat

→ Correlation matrix CorrXY of the MCMC chain: CorrXY = E[(X–μX)(Y–μY)]/(σXσY)
Using this can accellerate A LOT the convergence of your chain.

GetDist outputs: Conv. & Like. stats.
root.converge

root.likestats

GetDist outputs: Conv. & Like. stats.
root.converge

Information
about chain R
convergence for
each parameter.

root.likestats

Best-fit values of each parameters
at the point of maximum
likelihood. This is NOT the mean of
the value after marginalization.

GetDist outputs: Marginalized distr.
root.margestats

GetDist outputs: Marginalized distr.
root.margestats

μ, σ, lower and upper limits at the 68%, 95% & 99%
C.L. of each parameter.
It takes into account whether the distribution has
one tail (like r) or two tails (like Ωbh2, Ωch2, τ, 100θMC,
ns, As and uneven (plus/minus) error bands.

GetDist outputs: Covariance Matrices
root.covmat

GetDist outputs: Covariance Matrices
root.covmat

Covariance matrix CovXY of the MCMC chain:
CovXY = E[(X–μX)(Y–μY)],
related to the correlation matrix CorrXY of the MCMC chain by
CovXY = CorrXY /(σXσY).
And to the idea of the Figures of Merit in a 2D contour plot:
FoMXY = 1/AreaXY = |M(Cov)XY|1/2 = (σx2σY2–Covxy2)1/2

The GetDist GUI
GETDIST GUI COMPILATION & EXECUTION
Stand alone version: A. Lewis, March 2017
GitHub: https://github.com/cmbant/getdist

1.

Get MacPorts/PiP/Brew to install GetDist

port install python27
port select --set python python27 → NN = 27
port install py-matplotlib
port install py-scipy
port install py-pyside
port install texlive-latex-extra
port install texlive-fonts-recommended
port install dvipng

2.

3.

4.

Also for the GetDist GUI you also need

port install pyNN-pyside
port install pyNN-pyqt4

Add to hour ~/.bashr file the lineS

export LC_ALL=en_US.UTF-8
export LANG=en_US.UTF-8

Compile and launch the GetDist GUI

1.
2.
3.

cd getdist-master
python setup.py install
python GetDistGUI.py

The GetDist GUI
GUI – Interactive mode
Advantages: Extremly
easy & fast to use.
Disadvantages: Not as
customizable as Python.

The GetDist GUI
GUI – Python mode
Advantages: Almost
customizable as Python.
Disadvantages: Not
many, really. You can
modify the script as
much as you like.

Useful links
Introduction to MCMCs:

http://www.uco.es/~ajcuesta/cosmomc-ugr---day-1.pdf

Introduction to CosmoMC: http://www.uco.es/~ajcuesta/cosmomc-ugr---day-2.pdf
Introduction to GetDist:

http://www.uco.es/~ajcuesta/cosmomc-ugr---day-3.pdf

CosmoCoffee wiki:

http://cosmocoffee.info/

CosmoMC Readme:

http://cosmologist.info/cosmomc/readme.html

Planck Readme:

http://cosmologist.info/cosmomc/readme_planck.html

Python Readme:

http://cosmologist.info/cosmomc/readme_python.html

GetDist GUI Readme :

http://cosmologist.info/cosmomc/readme_gui.html

